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POST-WAR INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION

Washington Post:

Sir Clive Bailliou, former head of the British Raw Materials

Mission, arid recently appointed Deputy President of the Federation of British

Industries, has impressively demonstrated the need for post-war cooperation
betmeen British and American industrialists, We arc accustomed to hearing
s. good deed about the duty of a creditor nation in our position to open up

our markets to imports from debtor countries.

Sir Clive did not omit the usual admonitions on that score when he

spoke in New York last week, but his special” contribution to the discussion

of post-war trade pro blems mas his matter-of-fact acceptance of the changed
position ty/ Great Britain will findherself after the mar,' "Me have sacrificd

out position as a creditor," he said, "so ire vril? be driven, in order to

maintain employment levels, to increase exports and by the perpetuation of

some industries developed during the mar to supply needs formerly filled by

imports,"

There is no gainsaying the logic of this,conclusion, in vice/ of the

facts. Before the ear Britain paid for a large percentage of her imports
with so-called invisible exports, such as dividends and interest from overseas

investments and shipping services, Hornever, a large part of Britain 's foreign
investments have been liquidated to help finance the mar, and Britain is also

debtor on a large scale to other countries owning blocked sterling balances,

deprived of resources essential to the financing of a normally heavy excess of

imports.

The British mill, as Sir Clive points out, be forced to increase

their exports and at the some time restrict their imports in order to become

more self-supporting* Furthermore, the pressure to expand exports mail be

strengthened by the desire to provide jobs for the unemployed through full

utilisation of productive equipment. Thus the stage mill be laid for post-mar

competition between this country and Great Britain unless steps arc taken in

advance to prevent such untomard developments * That competition mill not be

confined to trade betmeen the tmo countries. Trade rivalries wi11 extend

every overseas market to v/hich British and American goods seek entry* Certainly

the fauot that me arc a credit nation is not going to prevent American export

industries frcci selling as much as they can v/hcrcvcr they can.

Situations of this sort encourage competitive devaluation of currencies,

and tempt nations to cntjjr into exclusive trade /egrcements, In short, there is

danger under such conditions of a return to the kind of out-throat practices

that created vnrld-midc trade demoralisation In the years preceding the mar*

Sir Cliv e's call for a renewal of contacts between the industrialists of

Great Britain and America is in cssanco, therefore, an appcaj. to begin nor/ to

■yirork out plans for postwar collaboration, and insure an orderly resumption of

trade among nations.
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

New York Times:

Upon Secretary Hull the country has always been able to depend for a consistent

statement of the highest liberal principles in the field of international,relations*
His radio address last night was another important contribution to the discussion

of the basis of a just post-war settlement for. a lasting peace, if there arc few

surprises in Mr. Hull 's speeches it is because, as a responsible official, he can

bo counted upon to soy what he ought to
say, and because ho has embraced a well-thought-

out set of principles so sound that he does not find it necessary constantly to

exchange them for another set.

Mr. Hull's principles arc those of a clear-sighted international liberalism.
The foreign policy of ary country, he concedes and insists, must be expressive of

that country's fundamental national interests; but in determining our foreign policy,
he adds, we must/ sec

0

clearly what our true national interests are. Even between

friendly nations there arc differences as regards their respective aims and purposes,
but there arc also immense areas of common interest.

Post-war co-operation to maintain the peace, for example, is for each peace-seeking
nation '’scarcely less essential for its self-preservation than is the present
co-operative effort to win the war*"

Uhat form should this post-war co-operation take? Mr. Hull draws an instructive

distinction between throe kinds of differences between nations: (1) Political,

(2) Those capable of being resolved by applying rules of lav/, and (3) Those arising
from "unadulterated aggression," The first can be submitted to agencies for

discussion and conciliation. The -second should be adjudicated by an international

court of justice. The third can be curbed only by a willingness of the co-operating
nations to use force, if necessary, to keep the peace.

Organised international co-operation, Mr. Hull continues, can tc successful only
to- the extent to ■which the nations of the world are veiling to accept certain

fundamental propositions. The first of these propositions is that each nation should

maintain a stable government, end "would be free to decide for itself the forms and

details of its governmental organisation - so long as it conducts its affairs in

such a way as not to menace the peace and security of other nations."

Here we have the outlines,of a truly statesmanlike approach to the problems of

post-war organisation and world peace. It is clear, however, that much more detailed

thinking will bo necessary. The difficulty in the past of maintaining peace through
international co-operation is that it lias been impossible to got fifty nations to decide

in time (or to decide at all) that their peace was being menaced by some particular

aggressor and that they must act in concert.

At each crisis the nations were -pulled in different directions. Some tried to

exploit the crisis for their own imagined interest - erven the peace-loving nations

hoped that the crisis would be solved without their intervention. They hopefully

relied on the resistance, for example, of the immediate victims of aggression. On

the other hand, a small, "unclear alliance" runs the risk of arousing the suspicions

and antagonism of the nations not included again, wo must decide what we mean when

we say that a nation should be free "to decide for itself" the fom of its governmental

organisation.

Y'Jhen any individual or clique seized control of a nation's government by force,

has the nation "decided for itself" the form of government that is subsequently set

up? Clearly a nation can properly be said to make such decisions for itself only when

its form of government is basically democratic - that is, when the people can choose

or change their leaders by peaceful means, Wherever they are not free to do this

the existing government is not only a menace to the country itself but, as we leave

learned by experience, to its neighbours.

But regardless of what reservations are made, Secretary Hull has made an admirable

beginning. He promises in the early future to discuss the tremendous problems of

post-war organisation in greater detail. Meanwhile he lias set forth a lofty goal of

economic and political collaboration that must inspire confidence in our aims and

a now hope for the world, / -
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PRODUCTS OF FOLLY

New York Herald Tribune:

If the negotiations with the Badoglio Government hod yielded

nothing nore than the escape and surrender of the Italian fleet, it

would, in General Eisenhower’s jubilant estimate, have been enough.

Certainly, it was one of the great dramatic nonents of the war as the

Italian heavy ships, flying the black pennants of surrender, cane up

out of the Mediterranean horizon to neot the weather-worn British

battleships which had hunted then so long, and to pass under the

latter’s escort into harbour at battered but heroic Malta.

Pron the bridge of his destroyer Admiral Cunningham saw a four

years’ war for the mastery of the Mediterranean - a war that had often

been desperate and always hard - ending in total triumph for the Allied

arms, he saw the end of a menace that had occupied hundreds of ships
and many thousands of men in a sleepless vigilance* With General

Eisenhower beside him, he saw how sharply the strategic balances of the

war must swing as that menace was removed at last, as the Mediterranean

become an Allied lake with all its shores exposed, and as those men

and ships were freed to bring their crushing force to boar in the Far

East.

But the Italian squadron arrived without its flagship; the

mighty Roma had boon blown up by a German bomber on the way. After

four years of British effort the one Italian to be caught

and sunk at sea was to be destroyed by her late German Allies. That

may have seemed grimly ironic to Cunningham; there was also a larger

irony in it. It was more than merely fouryears of sea war which ended

at Valetta harbour.

These 'great shops, which cost the Italian people so heavily, were

a idart of the Mussolini dream of empire, which contributed so much to

the turmoil of the last twenty years* They were the tools of a power

politics played by a dictator with no understanding of the real bases

of power in human affairs. They were to secure the
,}
mare nostrum" -

itself only a senseless form of words* And because they were the

products of folly they brought only misery on their people. They

failed utterly in their mission, they were never even brought to decisive

action, they suffered their greatest loss at the hands of supposed

Allies* And they ended in surrender.

The French fleet was built largely in answer to the Italian; a

curious fate was to overtake them both. Neither fulfilled the function

intended for it. Both found themselves fighting confusedly amid issues

larger than those which can be decided by building battleships; the one

committed suicide at Toulon. The other made a more honourable surrender,
not so much to the Allies as to the underlying forces of history and

decency. One cannot despise the Italian officers and crows as mere beaten

enemies. Rather, one must salute them for making a clean decision amid

so many confusions and bravely following it to the end, however bitter for

themselves. Essentially, they wore the victims of a foolish misunder-

standing of the real bases, uses and limitations of power in the modern

world. They, at least, have done what they could to repair the error*

U.S.O.W.I.
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